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Italian decree allows MNCs to defer 
Exit Tax 

July 17, 2013 

In brief 

A long awaited ministerial decree on the deferral of capital gains tax (Exit Tax) arising from a tax 

residence transfer from Italy to another European Union (EU) Member State, Iceland or Norway is 

currently awaiting the Ministry of Finance’s signature.  

While further changes are unlikely, we recommend that taxpayers wait for the final version before taking 

action. 

 

In detail 

Scope of deferral 

The decree implements rules on 
the Exit Tax introduced in 2012 
following the European Court of 
Justice decision in National 
Grid Indus (Case C-371/10). 
Once enacted, Italian resident 
companies transferring their 
seat and therefore residence to 
another country within the EU, 
Iceland or Norway may elect to 
defer the relevant Exit Tax due 
if the assets are not allocated to 
an Italian permanent 
establishment (PE). 

Taxpayers may also defer the 
Exit Tax arising from transfers 
of Italian PEs to another 
country within the EU, Iceland 
or Norway.  

Taxpayers may defer the Exit 
Tax until the transferred assets 
are considered realized under 
Italian rules. The assets are 
considered realized generally 

upon alienation or dismissal, 
and the amortization / 
depreciation of the assets' step-
up (if any) in the destination 
country should not trigger such 
a tax. For shareholdings, not 
only a sale but also a 
distribution of dividends or 
other equity reserves triggers 
the Exit Tax obligation.  

Taxpayers may defer the Exit 
Tax for an entire business or for 
specific assets only.  Gains are 
based on the arm’s length value 
of the transferred business, 
going concern or specific assets. 
Business value includes 
goodwill, as well as the value of 
any transferred functions and 
risks, determined in accordance 
with the arm’s length principle. 
Taxpayers must first offset tax 
losses incurred in years prior to 
the transfer against income 
produced during the year of 
transfer; any excess can offset 
capital gains.   

The market value of the specific 
assets is computed by allocating 
the corporate liabilities on a 
proportionate basis. 

Excluded capital gains 
No tax deferral is granted on the 
transfer of trade goods, 
inventory, working capital, 
untaxed reserves, or other items 
that must be included in the tax 
base for the last year in which 
the transferred company is tax 
resident in Italy. 

Guarantee 

In order to qualify for deferral, 
taxpayers must provide a 
specific guarantee.  Note that no 
interest is due on this 
guarantee. 

Installment option  

The Exit Tax can be paid either 
upon realization, or in equal 
installments, starting with the 
year of transfer and in the 
subsequent nine years. 
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Under the installment option, interest 
is due.    

Deferral forfeiture 

The Exit Tax may no longer be 
deferred if the company’s seat is 
subsequently transferred to a non-EU 
country, or following other 
reorganizations, like mergers or spin-
offs, whereby the business is 
transferred to a non-EU country. 

Additional decrees forthcoming 

New decrees, detailing the rules for 
the installments option, guarantee, 
yearly monitoring of the capital gains 
should be published soon. 

The takeaway 

The new Exit Tax regulations may 
have a significant impact on Italian 
resident companies. Going forward, 

taxpayers may find it easier to move 
their tax residence to another EU 
member State. Nevertheless, 
interested taxpayers should look 
carefully at the new and forthcoming 
decrees before moving their tax 
residence. 
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